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Looking back, moving forward
Reflections on a year of change
Michele
Lupa,Executive
Director (left)
and Elaine
Atkinson,
President

Change is inspiring. Change is invigorating. Change is exhilarating.
Change can also be challenging. 2011 was a year of tremendous
change at Mothercraft. We said goodbye to old friends and hello
to new ones. It was a year filled with great sadness and loss but
also a year filled with great promise and hope.
This past year, we said goodbye to a dear
friend, extraordinary visionary and leader
of the organization, Bill Bosworth, whose
sudden passing left a huge hole in our
hearts and around our Boardroom table.
As you will read in our tribute to Bill, his
contributions to Mothercraft during his ten
years on the Board have left an indelible
mark and we have felt his loss deeply.
We also said goodbye to another
exceptional leader. After more than
20 years as the Executive Director of
Mothercraft, Beverley Koven decided
to retire, leaving behind a legacy
of growth, vision and excellence
in the delivery of services in the
early learning and care sector.
Looking back, many of the programs and
services Mothercraft is so well known for
today simply did not exist two decades
ago. It was through the leadership of
people like Beverley and Bill, as well as
the contributions of countless others, that
Mothercraft has grown into the vibrant,
respected multi-service agency it is today.
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Looking back, we are proud of the work
our Early Intervention team does with
families who struggle with substance use
and its impact for their children. We are
proud to be the lead agency for the Ontario
Early Years Centre in St. Paul’s, offering
a wide range of supports and services
to families with young children. We are
proud of the high-quality, licensed child
care programs we provide to families
across the city, services that are desperately
needed and in such short supply. We are
proud support to families whose children
have special needs to navigate the system
through our CITYKIDS program. We
are proud to build upon the agency’s
rich history of training and educating
early learning professionals. Mothercraft
College continues to graduate Early
Childhood Educators who are among
the best and the brightest in the field.

Moving forward, we are excited
about becoming a fully-accredited
Children’s Mental Health Centre.
We are excited to support the early
years sector through the work
of the Community Data Group,
providing important research
and data to community agencies
that will assist in local program
planning. We are excited about
the future of CYSIS, Mothercraft’s
data management system for the
child and youth sector, and further
supporting community agencies
to track information and enhance
the critical services they provide
for families through data analysis.
We are excited to embark upon a
new phase of strategic planning
by engaging all of Mothercraft’s
critical stakeholders—staff, Board,
clients, communities and
partners—to look ahead and
develop a plan that will continue
Mothercraft’s tradition of
innovation and the delivery of
quality, responsive services for
students, professionals, children
and their families.
Within the pages of this report,
you will get a glimpse into the
amazing things Mothercraft staff,
partners and communities have
been able to accomplish together.
It’s really quite extraordinary.
We look forward to the
continuing journey.

Elaine Atkinson
Moving forward, there are many
exciting opportunities on the horizon
for Mothercraft, opportunities that
will build upon our past and create
the foundation for a new future.
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President

Michele Lupa
Executive Director

Remembering William (Bill) Bosworth
March 12, 1948 - August 18, 2011
Mothercraft is one of many organizations hit by the loss of this
remarkable man, Bill Bosworth. Bill was a lot of things to a lot of
people and a lot of organizations. We have all been diminished
by his sudden death in the summer of 2011.
Bill was an exemplary and longserving Mothercraft Board member.
Over the course of his decade-long
involvement with the organization, he
held various positions on the Executive
Committee, including a two-year
term as the President of the Board.
Bill was always open to good ideas. He
valued action and results over ideology.
This openness of spirit allowed him to
recognize, and act upon, opportunities and
to wisely steer his peers away from those
activities that might distract Mothercraft
from its mission—to make a difference
for children and families. It was during
his period of leadership that Mothercraft
decided to purchase a new home for
its College. Through this journey, Bill
supported then-Executive Director Beverley
Koven with all of the foreseen, and not so
foreseen, challenges involved with making
this kind of significant commitment to the
educational thrust of Mothercraft’s work.
For Mothercraft, Bill became “a still point
in the turning world”, as T.S. Eliot might
have acknowledged. He was a constant
source of wise counsel, held a steady focus
on what was most important and was a
man of tremendous interpersonal savvy
with a wide, mischievous grin. Therefore,
it only made sense that when Bill stepped
down as President, he was asked to assume
another key leadership role—to chair
the Committee charged with finding a
new Executive Director for Mothercraft
when Beverley Koven decided to step
down from the role she had shaped and
excelled at for the preceding 21 years.
Bill oversaw the year-long work of

this Committee, which eventually
brought Michele Lupa to Mothercraft.
The thoughtfulness and caring of the
process also serve as a tribute to Bill.
His pragmatism, his ability to see
through to the core of the issues and his
careful consideration of the needs of the
organization, and its highly regarded
staff, were absolutely invaluable. Not only
did Mothercraft gain a new leader, but
those who were involved in the selection
process with Bill gained immensely from
the opportunity to see him “in action”.
We knew that in his own working career,
Bill was committed to affordable housing
and to making a difference in the way
governments and institutions viewed
homelessness. We all knew that, through
his hard work, Bill had touched the lives of
people who live on the streets, in shelters
and those in dire need of a secure roof
over their heads. What we did not know
was the extent and the depth of respect
and affection for Bill felt by all the other
organizations he touched. In the days and
weeks following Bill’s death, stories of
his influence were shared by his family
and friends. These remembrances reflect
a rare energy fuelled by a belief in the
basic dignity of every human being, a
sense that all things are possible and an
intelligence that enabled him to skillfully
manoeuvre through high-level complexities
to achieve the very best outcomes.

to Bill’s family—his wife Joan
(Murray) and his beloved
children, Jenny and Steve—for
sharing this extraordinary
man with us over these last ten
years. We knew we had a special
opportunity to share Bill’s time
and talents. We made the most of
this opportunity and are forever
enriched for having done so.
Happily, Mothercraft is still
benefitting from Bill’s expertise
in community building and
passion for social justice. We feel
the warmth of his wall-to-wall
grin, the one that could light
up a room, like a switch, and
instantly create an atmosphere of
warmth, friendship, respect and
trust. Bill continues to be sorely
missed, his smile most of all.

Cindy Clarke
Past President

Gail Sinclair
Board Director

Bill loved his family deeply. His
commitment to family and its pivotal
importance in the lives of children, adults
and communities is what brought him
to Mothercraft. We are so very grateful
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Early Intervention Department
programming with flexibility and responsiveness,
Mothercraft is able to influence child outcomes.
Last year, Early Intervention staff were trained in
Supporting Security, a children’s mental health
intervention designed to promote healthier, more
secure attachment relationships between parents
and infants. Coupled with the range of intervention
strategies already utilized by staff, our team is
able to be even more nimble in its approach to
supporting these families. This thoughtful, intensive
and comprehensive program delivery model
helped 134 mothers and pregnant women deal
with their substance use problems and gave 104
children access to support, care and intervention.

The First of its Kind: Integrated
Domestic Violence Court (IDVC)
Pilot Project

Our
comprehensive,
multi-faceted
approach to
service delivery
helped 134
mothers and
pregnant
women deal
with their
substance
use problems
and gave 104
children access
to support,
care and
intervention.
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Expanding Our Range of Interventions
Intuitively, all of us know that children who witness
their parents’ substance use, who are exposed
to drugs and alcohol, who experience domestic
violence or who live with someone who has mental
health problems, are at greater risk of mental health
and developmental challenges. Clinical research,
including Mothercraft’s own research, tells us that
interventions focused on improving the quality of the
interactions between a mother and her child, even
in the kinds of circumstances outlined above, can
have significant, positive impact for these children.
Knowing this, our response has been to continue
to develop attachment-based interventions
that support maternal and infant functioning
as well as the mother-child relationship. By
leveraging our unique service collaborations
and combining a comprehensive approach to

Our expertise and long-standing involvement in
domestic violence issues resulted in an invitation
from the Office of the Chief Justice of Ontario
to create the IDVC project. Mothercraft was
approached because of our long-standing and
positive community-justice partnership in the
Toronto Drug Treatment Court, and because of our
involvement in the delivery of domestic violence
services through our Connections Program. Our
role is to integrate and communicate client-related
information between community service providers
and the judiciary. We also facilitate referrals to
non-judicial services for both the complainant
and the accused, and connect the parties to
community resources and services. The first of
its kind in Canada, the IDVC project aims is to
make court easier, faster and more affordable for
vulnerable families who are dealing with domestic
violence issues. The court opened in June 2011.

Sharing Our Expertise
Each year, the Early Intervention team makes it a
priority to share our knowledge with others as well
as to learn from the experience of our colleagues.
Last year, we trained almost 2000 service providers
through workshops and presentations offered across
the city and the country. In addition, we supported
the following specialized training initiatives:
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What
Mothers Say

FASD Blueprint for Action: Towards a
Coordinated Response Mothercraft sponsored
this highly successful provincial conference in Toronto in March of 2011. Nearly 500
registrants—practitioners, researchers, policymakers and parents/caregivers—attended
to learn from each other and share in the
dissemination of the most current information about FASD (Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder).

coordinated and implemented by Mothercraft in partnership with the settlement
sector. Participation was almost triple the
anticipated enrolment, with registrants from
every province and from across a broad range
of social service professions. This innovative
initiative focused on family and early childhood issues, with a particular emphasis on
the impacts of immigration on family functioning and early childhood development.

Promoting Parent Progress: Toward a
Motivational Understanding of Change We
developed and delivered this professional
training series for the Niagara Region’s Public
Health Department. Public Health Nurses,
Family Home Visitors, Infant Development
Workers and Dental Health Nurses were trained
on the application of motivational counselling
approaches in their work with families and
children. A similar session was also conducted
and held with the City of Hamilton’s Public
Health Department.

Continuing to Prioritize
Evaluation and Research

when you make

We believe that our practices should be
informed by evidence and that we must always
push ourselves to understand more about
the complexities of addiction, mental health,
violence and their impacts on children. That’s
why evaluation is such an important part of
what we do. Our current research project,
“Evaluating Treatments for Substance Using
Women: A Focus on Relationship” is in
its final stages of data analysis and will be
completed in 2012. Already there have been
great learnings from the project resulting in
one journal publication, with more to come.

your child has

‘‘

This is where
Breaking the
Cycle was
different than a
lot of programs
that I took… the
concept that
things begin

Caring for Canada’s Children “Caring for
Canada’s Children: An On-line Course for
Settlement Workers Serving Newcomer Families with Infants and Young Children” is an
advanced series of web-based workshops

that bond with
been something
that I haven’t
found anywhere
else, and it’s
probably been
the thing that
has really helped
to keep me
stay clean.”

‘‘

I learned how
to take a step
back and take a
breath and try
to see my child’s
point of view.”

‘‘

Being at BTC has

Last year,
the Early
Intervention
team trained
almost 2,000
service
providers
through
workshops and
presentations
offered across
the city and
the country.

really impacted
my parenting
style. I’m more
aware of certain
things and more
confident, which
is encouraging as
a new mom. I’m
less aggravated
at my kids. I
recognize if I’m
getting frustrated
so I step back
and find new
alternatives.”
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Early Childhood Development
•
•
•
•

parenting workshops and support groups
up-to-date information on
healthy child development
professional help for children and
families with extra support needs
opportunities for parent participation
through advisory groups

What
Parents Say

‘‘

We’ve been
delighted! The
organization
supports us
in our role as

Centres for Early Development
We’re an Extension of Your Family
These words describe how deeply committed we
are to ensuring that all of the children enrolled
in our licensed child care programs get what
they need for their optimal development. This
commitment also extends to providing the highest
quality support to parents and caregivers, every
child’s first and most important teacher. Looking
back, it has been a privilege to have witnessed,
on a daily basis, the results of the Mothercraft
approach which is rooted in the belief that how
we care for infants and young children has a
lasting impact throughout their lives. Moving
forward, we have great confidence that our efforts
will continue to contribute to healthier, stronger
families in which children and their parents thrive.

Addressing Individual Needs
and Experiences
We operate three Centres for Early Development
(CED) with a total of 185 licensed child care
spaces. This past year, our Eaton Centre and
Brookfield Place centres celebrated their 20th
anniversaries. These events were a lovely testament
to the great programming Mothercraft has
offered to families over the past two decades
and our collective commitment to the children
whose care we continue to be entrusted with.
We appreciate the unique needs and diverse
experiences each individual child and family brings
to our centres. To further enhance this dynamic
multiplicity, our child care programs include:
•
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enriched programming for children
from infancy to 6 years of age

Understanding how individual infants and young
children experience the world forms the basis of our
approach. Through keen observation, developmental
screening/assessment and ongoing communication
with parents, Mothercraft teachers gain a clear
understanding of every child’s temperament,
learning style, strengths and interests. Each child
enters a caregiving relationship that respects
and responds to his or her unique developmental
needs and experiences. Teachers’ interactions
are empathic, consistent, affectionate, caring
and growth-promoting. The partnerships forged
between families and teachers are critical to the
promotion of well-being in infants and young
children and to support family functioning.

parents—we’ve
learned about
all aspects
of child
development—
toilet training
to school
readiness.”

‘‘

As nonCanadians,
we have been
thrilled to find
Mothercraft.
They have given
us peace of

Early Learning Practices
Grounded in Sound Theory

mind knowing

Mothercraft’s foundational theories inform
everything we do. Within the CEDs, attachment
theory is applied through the implementation of
a primary caregiver model. This means we assign
a specific Mothercraft teacher to each child in
order to foster an individualized programming
approach. We know that children build confidence
through strong attachment relationships. We
nurture children’s confidence in ways that to allow
them to grow in all aspects of their development—
social, emotional, physical and cognitive.

are safe, loved

that our children
and being
stimulated.”

‘‘

The JK/SK
program is very
enriched. Pace
of teaching and
development
is very in-tune
with each
kid’s skills and

Mothercraft teachers also help infants and preschool
children achieve key social-emotional milestones.
These strong foundations for learning allow
children to explore and learn about the world,
take chances and be open to different kinds of
experiences. By creating consistency, predictability
and safe spaces where kids can just be kids,
children are able to move smoothly through these
critically important stages of their young lives.
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interest.”

What
Parents Say

Ontario Early Years Centre

‘‘

Experience the Magic
One step into an Ontario Early Years Centre
(OEYC) and you’ll be carried away by the magical
sounds of laughter, friendship and song in ways
you won’t soon forget. The bustle of programs,
the joy of learning, and the hopeful energy that
flows from the families who participate in these
programs are on view from the moment you
arrive. Every day, OEYC programs remind us
of the importance of the early years in a child’s
development and confirm the benefit and vitality
of putting the Mothercraft vision in action.

This program
helps a lot,
especially
for children.
And gives
information and
knowledge to
all new mother
and caregivers
in Canada. We
really appreciate
all the programs

Early Years Centres are a place for children up to the
age of six and their parents/caregivers to take part in
programs and activities together. As the lead agency
for the riding of St. Paul’s, Mothercraft’s OEYC
offers free services where parents and caregivers can:
•
•
•
•

take part in a range of drop-in and
pre-registered programs with their children
get answers to questions about child
development and parenting
get information about programs and services
that are available for young children
talk to early years professionals and connect
to other parents/caregivers in the community

In 2011, 1429 children and 1551 parents/caregivers
participated in our programs with a total 7640
visits to the OEYC. We offered 117 specialized
programs throughout the year and 478 drop-in
programs in nine locations throughout the riding.

Preparing Children for School
Our six-week school readiness program
prepares children for learning and the school
experience. Designed for children who will be
entering Junior and Senior Kindergarten, the
program mimics a typical day in a kindergarten
classroom. Children get a real sense of what
it is like to go to school so they are better
prepared for the transition in September.

Parents are also encouraged to learn. Parent
education workshops are led by an Early Childhood
Educator and take place onsite each week
during the program. These workshops provide a
wonderful opportunity for parents to ask questions
about their child’s entry into the school system,
talk about concerns they may have and, most
importantly, make connections with each other.

you’ve shared
with us.”

‘‘

Not only does
our son learn
important
developmental
activities
and social

The changes in the children by the end of the
program are amazing. Children who were reluctant
to separate from their primary caregiver or who
had difficulty following the routines are excited
to go to school and know exactly what to do
when. The pride of the parents and the children is
evident in their smiling, and often tearful, faces.

interaction, but
his parents learn
so much too!
It’s an amazing
resource for
new parents
and has
benefited

As full-day kindergarten continues to rollout across Ontario, Mothercraft is proud to
contribute to this exciting new initiative by
supporting children, through the OEYC and
the school readiness program, so that they are
well prepared for this important transition.

our family
these past six
months.”

‘‘

By the second
week (of
the school
readiness
program), we
noticed our little
boy was full of
independence,
confidence and
happiness.”
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CITYKIDS
Helping Families Navigate the System
CITYKIDS is a unique network of 35 organizations
working together from across the city to provide
single-point access, coordinated intake and
service delivery to children with special needs and
their families. The aim is simple. Families who
are concerned about their child’s development
or who have received a diagnosis already face
numerous challenges. Having to confront a
complex system of programs and services can
only make it harder. The goal of CITYKIDS is
to make navigation through the system easier.

CITYKIDS Inclusion Awards. Hosted by the Lieutenant
Governor of Ontario, The Honourable David C. Onley,
the ceremony celebrated the commitment, dedication,
passion and expertise of professionals to inclusive
practices in the Early Learning and Care sector, as
nominated by the families they work with and their peers.
We are proud to offer our congratulations to the following
Mothercraft CITYKIDS Inclusion Award winners:
•
•
•
•

Alderwood Action After School,
Senior Kindergarten Team
Baylawn Cooperative Preschool
Duke of York Child Care Centre, School-Age Team
North York YMCA Child Care Centre, Toddler Team

As the lead agency for CITYKIDS, Mothercraft
staff help families find appropriate early
childhood programs and then work with both
families and early learning professionals to
ensure accessibility to the programs both at
home and in community settings. Last year,
646 children were referred to CITYKIDS.

In the words of His Honour, Lieutenant Governor
David C. Onley, “What social tie can be greater than
inclusion—recognizing the intrinsic value of all children
and their inalienable right to achieve their full potential?”

Let’s Get Started

Magic Castle

Another key role our system navigators play is to
identify and raise awareness about some of the
barriers families face trying to access programs
for their children. Then they work toward finding
solutions. A recent example of just how effective
Mothercraft staff are in this role is the creation
of an innovative new program called “Let’s Get
Started”. After highlighting the impact increasingly
long waits for services were having on children
and their parents, the CITYKIDS team worked
with its partners and members of the Toronto
Network of Ontario Early Years Centres to
develop a practical strategy to support families
while they wait for services—a unique program
for these unique kids. The program builds on
the strengths that already exist within the early
learning system and provides a much needed
outlet for families whose children are not able
to participate in more mainstream programs.

Celebrating Inclusion
This past year, Mothercraft and its CITYKIDS
partners celebrated inclusion through the Bi-annual
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We couldn’t agree more.

Combatting Cancer with Magic
Located inside Princess Margaret Hospital
(PMH), Magic Castle is place of wonder, play and
comfort for families who are dealing with serious
health issues. Created through an extraordinary
partnership between Mothercraft, the hospital
and the PMH Foundation, Magic Castle offers
quality programming in a safe space for children
while their family member accesses cancer care
and/or treatment. Our highly skilled staff know
just what to do and just what to say to reduce the
stress and fear the children who walk through the
program’s doors are experiencing, through the use
of play. We help them understand what is going on
for their loved one and often help connect families
to the specialized resources they need for their
children to get through the cancer experience.

What
Parents Say

‘‘

I wouldn’t
be able to
accompany
my husband
to his cancer
treatments if
there was no
‘Magic Castle’.”

‘‘

The kids are
happy being
there which
makes me
happy!”

‘‘

It allows my
wife and I to

When families were asked whether The Magic
Castle helps them cope with their appointments
and treatments, the families unanimously
replied with a resounding “yes!”.
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concentrate
on our other
child without
distraction.”

Mothercraft college
Helping Newcomers Train
for Employment
The Enhanced Language Training (ELT) program
is new to Mothercraft. It allows recent immigrants
who have experience working with children and
families in their home countries to improve their
English in the context of sector-specific language
training. For the 45 students who completed
the inaugural program, the expansion of their
vocabulary and comprehension of English was
a sure sign of the program’s success, leaving
all of the students better positioned to secure
employment in the field of early learning.
Offered in conjunction with ELT, the Bridge-toWork program continued through 2011, enabling
internationally-trained individuals to take the
next step in their training by completing an
Ontario-approved Diploma in Early Childhood
Education (ECE). The program aims to fill
specific gaps in the required skill areas as well
as to provide an opportunity for Canadian work
experience. At the conclusion of its second year,
Bridge-to-Work graduated 28 students who are now
proudly Registered Early Childhood Educators.

Our graduates
take great
pride in
knowing
they are well
prepared
to make a
difference in
the lives of
children and
families with
the training
they receive
at Mothercraft
College.

Training Professionals and
Building Communtiies
After more than eighty years of educating and
training the professionals who care for children
and provide services to their families in a wide
variety of early learning environments, Mothercraft
College has developed a reputation for the quality
of its curriculum as well as for its responsiveness to
the changing needs of Early Childhood Educators
and the Early Learning and Care sector. This
past year was no exception. 2011 was a year of
new programs, increased inclusion and more
participation. Whether completing a Diploma
in Early Childhood Education, a Certificate in
a specialized area of practice or a workshop
in one of the dozens of subjects Mothercraft
College offers, our graduates can take great
pride in knowing they are well prepared to make
a difference to the children, families and other
service providers they come into contact with.

Continuing a Tradition of
Excellence in Education
Since 1978 Mothercraft has provided opportunities
for students to learn the most current practices
in early childhood education, rooted in research
and evaluation. This past year was no exception.
Not only were graduates of the ECE Diploma
given a specialized education in how to work
with infants and toddlers as part of their training,
they were also given a specialization in ELECT
(Early Learning for Every Child Today). ELECT
is a set of principles for early learning developed
by the Best Start Expert Panel on Early Learning
appointed by the Minister of Children and Youth
Services in 2007. ELECT has been formally adopted
by the Province of Ontario, the City of Toronto
and most Boards of Education as the framework
for children’s programming and curriculum.
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As an early adopter, Mothercraft College has
been a pioneer in delivering training on ELECT to
early childhood educators and the family support
sector, with almost 1000 individuals trained last
year. One-quarter of our students completed their
internships in school-based kindergarten programs
and, armed with their specialized training, many
have now been hired by school boards as part of
the implementation of full-day kindergarten.

Above: The
Enhanced
Language
Training (ELT)
program
allows recent
immigrants
who have
experience
working with
children and
families to
improve their
English. Left:
Through 2011,
Mothercraft
continued
to welcome
Indigenous
students to
complete their
ECE diploma.

Weaving Indigenous Values
into Our Curriculum
N’Maadendum Dimidziwin integrates Indigenous
values into all areas of Mothercraft’s ECE
Diploma program. By including curriculum
content about Indigenous children, families
and communities, students are challenged to
critically analyze current shifts in the delivery of
Indigenous education. The many contributions
Indigenous cultures have made to Canadian
society are celebrated during Indigenous Day at
the start of the academic year. This celebration
fosters dialogue and allows for an exploration of
Indigenous knowledge among students regardless
of their individual cultural roots. Throughout
the year, all of the courses in the ECE Diploma
program continue to expand on this knowledge,
enabling students to acquire an important
understanding of historical, cultural and traditional
teachings, thereby fostering deeper awareness
about Indigenous children and their families.
Through 2011, Mothercraft continued to support
building capacity within the early learning sector
by welcoming Indigenous students to complete
their ECE diploma. Mothercraft’s commitment
to these values extends beyond the classroom.
College staff continued to be actively involved
in the City of Toronto’s Aboriginal Advisory
and Planning Committee, whose mandate is to
ensure that the city’s services for children meet the
needs of Indigenous children and their families.
Our involvement in this work ensures that
curriculum content remains current, responsive
and is reflective of the Indigenous community.
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What
Students
Say

‘‘

This program
helped me to get
confidence as
a newcomer.”

‘‘

The ELT program
opens new
horizons for
me in my life. It
does not only

Sharing Our Expertise

help me stay in

Mothercraft’s Home-Based Child Care Training
program is yet another success story. Interest in
the program soared last year with 159 participants
receiving their certificates. Primarily attended
by newcomer women who hope to develop a
home-based child care business for themselves, the
certificate gives them an excellent starting point for
their learning. Last year, the program was supported
by settlement workers in other community agencies
and delivered at six community locations.

my field (Early
Years Education)
and involve all
my previous
experience, but
also allows me
to update my
knowledge and
have a fresh look
at my profession.
My favourite part

Every child is precious. Ensuring that the people who
care for them are knowledgeable and well trained
is vitally important to healthy child development
and helping every child to reach their full potential.
We believe the education provided at Mothercraft
College contributes to the knowledge base of the
early learning environment and helps every child
receive the quality care they so richly deserve.
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of the program is
the real closeness
between students
and the teachers.
Therefore, the
atmosphere of
the studies is
really supportive.”

Community Data Group
Mothercraft’s Community Data Group has two clear
goals. The first is to work with community agencies
to strengthen their capacity for data management
and research. The second is to assist community
agencies in the use of data sets for the purposes of
research and evaluation.

Mothercraft staff in the Community Data Group
led EDI implementation activities with input from
an advisory committee made up of stakeholders
from government, school boards and community
agencies. As part of that process, we trained
1400 teachers on how to administer the EDI
questionnaire. In turn, they completed surveys
for 23,000 senior kindergarten students. This
rich data will be analyzed and form the basis of
comprehensive reports based on federal electoral
ridings that will be shared with all community
stakeholders through a series of community-based
workshops on the findings, to be delivered in 2012.
Throughout the year, we continued to work
collaboratively with our key partners, the
Ontario Early Years Centres across Toronto, to
collect and report service delivery data to the
Ministry of Children and Youth Services.

Evaluation of Children and Youth
Services Information System (CYSIS)

In 2011, the
evaluation of
CYSIS by our
community
partners led to
improvements
that will make
the data
management
tool more
responsive and
user-friendly.

Implementing the Early
Development Instrument
This past year, our primary focus was to support
the implementation of the Early Development
Instrument (EDI) across the City of Toronto.
The EDI is a tool that assesses the development
of Senior Kindergarten students based on their
experiences prior to entering school. Administered
by teachers, the EDI measures how groups of
children are doing in five main areas of development:
physical health and well-being; social knowledge
and competence; emotional health and maturity;
language and cognitive development; and,
communication skills and general knowledge.
In Toronto, the EDI is administered every three
years. The current cycle is based on information
collected from the 2010/2011 school year.

CYSIS is an integrated data management system
for community-based agencies providing services
to children and youth. The system allows users
to capture their work in order to maximize care,
reduce duplication, optimize programming and
meet the detailed requirements of their funders.
We work closely with agencies to ensure CYSIS
meets their evolving needs for data management
and secure information sharing between agencies.
To that end, in 2011, the Community Data Group
led an evaluation of CYSIS. The evaluation
provided useful information about how we can
continue to improve CYSIS so that it supports
program delivery and the needs of its users. One
of the most exciting outcomes of the evaluation
was the creation of a new advisory structure
for CYSIS. By tapping into the wisdom and
knowledge of the community agencies using the
system as well as our partners in government, we
know that the advice our new advisory bodies
will offer to us can only make CYSIS better.
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Statement of Revenue & Expenditure
For the year ending December 31, 2011

Thank
you TO
our
funders

23.0%
Fee for Service

7,327,965

$
48.3%

Where our $’s came from
(Net of unrealized
change in value
of investments of
$69,668)

Provincial Funding
Federal Funding

12.2%

Citizenship and
Immigration
Canada

%

Early Child Development Centres

14.4%

Corporate Office

7.6%

7,702,337

$

7.1%

Where our $’s went

6.4%
6.4%

1.9% % 3.5%
2.7

Ministry of
Citizenship and
Immigration

College (Academic Programs)

City of Toronto,
Children’s
Services
Division

Other – Research Programs and Project

York University

Ontario Early Years Centre Program

University
Health
Network/
Psychosocial
Oncology &
Palliative Care

BTC and Outreach Programs

7.2%

5.6%

Public Health
Agency of
Canada

Investment income

2.8% 3.0

37.2%

Ministry of
Children and
Youth Services

Municipal Funding
Other Revenue

10.7%

Department of
Justice Canada

Parent Infant & Connections Programs
CYSIS PRoject and CYSIS II
Data Analysis Coordinator Program
CITYKIDS Program
Settlement Community Programs

Ontario Native
Women’s
Association

The excess of operating expenditures over operating revenue (operating deficit) is
managed through budgeted draws on our Endowment fund—Investment Portfolio.
As at December 31, 2011 the market value of the portfolio was $8,448,058
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Thank you to our partners
Adventure Place
Aisling
Discoveries Child
and Family Centre
Anishnawbe
Health
Arrabon House
AWARE
Bethlehem
Projects of
Niagara
Bob Rumball
Centre
Bond Street
Nursery School
BOOST
Braeburn
Neighbourhood
Place
Brampton
Neighbourhood
Resource Centres
Breakaway
Treatment Centre
Caledon Parent
Child Centre
Cambridge
Family Early
Years Centre
Canadian Centre
on Substance
Abuse

Children’s
Resources
on Wheels

Elgin Association
of Community
Living

College Montrose
Children’s Place

Family
Counselling
Centre of Brant

Community
Living Brant
Community
Living Ontario
Community
Living Toronto
Conseil scolaire
de district
catholique
Centre-Sud
Conseil scolaire
Viamonde
County of
Dufferin—
Children’s
Services
Data Analysis
Coordinator
(DAC) Provincial
Network
Data and
Information
Workgroup

Geneva Centre
for Autism
George Brown
College of
Applied Arts
George Hull
Centre for
Children &
Families
Griffin Centre
Guelph
Community
Health Centre

Hincks Dellcrest
Centre

Downtown
Yonge Business
Improvement
Area
Early Childhood
Community
Development
Centre
East End
Children’s Centre

Child
Development
Institute

East Scarborough
Boys and
Girls Club

Child
Development
Resource
Connection Peel

East York/East
Toronto Family
Resources

Children’s Aid
Society of Toronto

Fort Erie Native
Friendship Centre

Delisle Youth
Services

Centennial Infant
and Child Centre

Centre
Francophone
De Toronto

FASD
Stakeholders
of Ontario

Davenport Perth
Neighbourhood
Centre

Dixie Bloor
Neighbourhood
Centre

Centre for
Addiction and
Mental Health

Family Space

HamiltonWentworth
Catholic Child
Care Centres Inc.

Catholic
Children’s Aid
Society of Toronto

Centre de Sante
Communautaire

Family Day
Care Services

EDI Longitudinal
Reporting
Workgroup

Holland
Bloorview Kids
Rehabilitation
Hospital
HOPE
Hospital for
Sick Children
Humber College
Infant Mental
Health Promotion
Project of Toronto
Integra
Foundation
Integrated
Domestic
Violence Court
Jane-Finch
Community and
Family Centre
Jewish Family and
Child Services

Journal of FAS
International
Kiwanis Boys’
and Girls’ Club
KPS Workgroup
LAMP
Community
Health Centre
Lennox and
Addington
Resources for
Children
LOFT
Community
Services
Macaulay Child
Development
Centre
Malton
Neighbourhood
Services
Malvern Family
Resource Centre

Ontario Coalition
for Better
Child Care
Ontario Coalition
of CAPC and
CPNP Programs
Ontario
Foundation for
Visually Impaired
Children
Ontario Native
Women’s
Association
Oolagen
Community
Services
Our Place Family
Resource and
Early Years
Centre
Port CARES
PRIMA

Merrimount
Children’s Centre

Provincial Special
Needs Resourcing
Network

Mississauga
Parent Child
Resource Centre

Quality Early
Learning
Network

Miziwe Biik

Queen West
Community
Health Centre

Mount Sinai
Hospital
Native Child and
Family Services
of Toronto
Native Women’s
Resource Centre
Nazareth House
Niagara Catholic
District School
Board

Queen’s
University
Renescent
Treatment Centre
Regent Park
Community
Health Care
Centre

St. Michael’s
Hospital
Surrey Place
Centre
Terry Tan
Child Centre
The Canadian
Hearing Society
The Etobicoke
Children’s Centre
The Limestone
Advisory for
Child Care
Programs
The Massey
Centre for Women
The Salvation
Army Homestead
Thorncliffe
Neighbourhood
Office
Tiny Tots
Co-operative
Nursery School
Today’s Family
Toronto
Aboriginal
Care Team
Toronto Best
Start Network
Toronto Catholic
District School
Board
Toronto Coalition
for Better
Child Care
Toronto District
School Board

RespiteServices.
com

Toronto Drug
Treatment Court

Niwasa Head
Start

Robertson
House Hostel

North Hastings
Children’s
Services

Room to Grow

Toronto East
Community
Health Centre

Office of the
Chief Justice
Offord Centre
for Child Studies
(McMaster
University)
Ontario
Association
for Infant
Development

Ryerson
University
Sancta Maria
House
Second Harvest
Shout Clinic
Social Planning
Council of
Sudbury
St. Joseph’s
Health Centre
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Toronto East
General Hospital
Toronto Early
Childhood
Integrated
Systems Group
Toronto
Foundation for
Student Success
Toronto Infant
Development
Programs

Toronto Military
Family Resource
Centre
Toronto OEYC
Network
Toronto Public
Health
Toronto Public
Library
Toronto
Region FASD
Coordinating
Committee
Toronto Western
Hospital
Trenton Military
Family Resource
Centre
University of
Toronto
Wesley Urban
Ministries
West Scarborough
Neighbourhood
Community
Centre
Wilmot Family
Resource Centre
Women’s Own
Withdrawal
Management
Centre
Women’s
Residence
Woodgreen
Community
Centre
Yes I Can
Nursery School
YMCA of
Greater Toronto
YMCA of
Niagara
York University
Yorktown Child
& Family Centre
Young Parents
No Fixed Address
Network
Youth Assisting
Youth
Youthdale
Treatment Centres
Youthlink
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Administrative Offices
Early Childhood Development
32 Heath Street West
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1T3
416-920-3515

Executive Office
Mothercraft College
Community Data Group
646 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario
M6C 1A9
416-483-0511

Early Intervention
761 Queen Street West
Toronto, Ontario
M6J 1G1
416-364-7373

www.mothercraft.ca
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